Principal component analysis or kernel principal component analysis based joint spectral subspace method for calibration transfer.
To transfer a calibration model in the case where only the master and slave spectra of standardization samples are available, principal component analysis (PCA) and kernel principal component analysis (KPCA) based joint spectral space (termed as JPCA or JKPCA) methods are proposed. As a feature subspace shared by master and slave spectra, the joint spectral subspace in JPCA and JKPCA are the projection of the joint spectral matrix comprising all the spectra of standardization by utilizing PCA and KPCA, respectively. The two corresponding low-dimensional feature matrices for master and slave spectra are extracted from the joint spectral subspace, and then a transfer matrix is estimated based on the least square criterion. In JKPCA, a partial least squares (PLS) model, named the primary model, is constructed using the low-dimensional feature matrix of master calibration spectra, and the model is then used to predict the transferred low-dimensional feature matrix of slave test spectra. Different from JKPCA, JPCA firstly reconstructs master calibration spectra and transferred slave test spectra, respectively. Then the primary model built on the reconstructed version of master calibration spectra is applied to predict the reconstructed version of transferred slave test spectra. A comparative study of the two proposed methods, multiplicative scatter correction (MSC), orthogonal signal correction (OSC), piecewise direct standardization (PDS), canonical correlation analysis based calibration transfer (CCACT), generalized least squares (GLS), slope and bias correction (SBC) and spectral space transformation (SST) is conducted on two datasets. All the statistical results together exhibit that the transfer ability of JKPCA is the best. Except JKPCA, JPCA performs at least comparable with the GLS or SST, and frequently better than the other methods.